Valuable customers

**Information of nonuse of organic tin compounds**

Annex XVII of Regulation (EC) No.1907/2006(REACH) sets out the list of restrictions of manufacture, placing on the market and use of certain dangerous chemical substances, mixtures and articles. The revised Annex XVII restricted the use of some of organic tin compounds. Then, we will inform of the investigation result of the use of organic tin compounds in our products.

-Certification-

We certify that the substances indicated below are not used to our Products listed below.

List of our products (product names)
1. TECHNO ABS
2. TECHNO AES
3. TECHNO ASA
4. EXCELLOY
5. SANREX
6. TECHNO MUH
7. TECHNO ALPHALOY
8. TECHNO α–BS
9. HUSHLOLOY
10. BIOLOLOY

List of substances
- Organic tin compounds
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